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 …the ecological community of  commensal, 

symbiotic, and pathogenic microorganisms that 

literally share our body space…

Lederberg J, et al. Scientist 2001; 15: 8.



• Influence is continuous from birth and remains important 
throughout life

• Maternal microbiota influences fetal health
• At birth a few pioneer species populate the colon
• Early environmental factors influence gut health 

• Mode of delivery
• Nutritional strategies

• Rapid shifts in microbiota
until fully weaned

• Aging impacts
• Decreased Bacteroides
• Increased Firmicutes

• Health status impacts

Nicholson et al Science 2012

• Microbiota influence from birth

• Maternal microbiota influences fetal health

• At birth, pioneer species populate the colon

• Early environmental factors influence 

subsequent colonization

• Mode of delivery

• Feeding strategy

• Gut microbiota stabilizes post weaning

• Aging impacts on microbiota composition

• Hand in hand with immune status

• Health status impact becoming more apparent

• Sum of parts

Where Did They Come From?



Lagier et al Cell. Infect. Micro. 2012



HEALTH

Microbiome Evolution

• Humans co-evolve with trillions of microbes 

• Body-habitat specific

• Adaptive ecosystems, finely tuned to adapt to change

• Dysbiosis associated with disease

• Difficult to define

• Departure from balanced ecological ‘healthy’ state

• Detrimental to health



Core set of microbial taxa present in healthy people

• Healthy functional core

• Molecular and metabolic functions not species driven

• Not a static description

• Needs to describe behavior over time
Huttenhower et al Nature 2012

• Strong niche specialization

• Race/background has strong influence on diversity

• Habitats dominated by a single/few phyla

• Metabolic pathways evenly distributed

242 participants analyzed
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How Do We Define A Healthy Microbiome?

Need for standardisation

Collection protocols

Extraction approach

Analysis tools

Clear clinically directed questions 



Are good bugs always good?

Are bad bugs always bad?

What influences microbial function?



Lloyd-Price et al Gen. Med 2016

Healthy Microbiome 
• Composition

• Function

• Ecology – colonization succession

Geography

Exposure

Genetics

Diet

• Capacity/dynamics

• Resistance to perturbation

• New healthy state

• Disease??



Core microbial housekeeping functions

• Sustaining microbial life

• Transcription/translation

• Energy production

• Structural components

• Host/microbial facilitation

• Factors that keep it there

• Utility

• Niche specialism 

• SCFA capacity

• Vitamin production

”A necessary condition for a
healthy microbiome is therefore the 

presence of an assemblage
of microbial species that can carry out 

specific sets
of biomolecular functions in each of 

the niche-specific
biochemical environments across the 

body.”

What Defines A Healthy Microbial Metabolome?

Lloyd-Price et al Gen Med 2016
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• Better understanding = better definition of disease changes

• Healthy boundaries

• Personalised requirements
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Summary

• Better understanding = better definition of disease changes

• Healthy boundaries

• Personalised requirements

• Niche specific

• Healthy gut microbiome = high diversity/richness

• High diversity in vaginal microbiome = unhealthy

• Ability to resist perturbation

• Ability to return to healthy state

• Population specific

• Cannot extrapolate from single reference popul’n



THE MICROBIOME IN 3

 Functionally important

 Unique

 MODIFIABLE



www.abdn.ac.uk

IBD Global Incidence

Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Incidence stabilizing in western 

countries >0.3% prevalence

Accelerating incidence in newly 

industrialised countries

Normal 

colon

Ulcerative

colitis

Crohn’s
Disease of Western society

Global disease

Ng et al Lancet 2017



IBD: Risk 

Factors

Wu et al Proc. Nut. Soc 2021

IBD: Risk Factors



• Global changes in composition

• Reduced bacterial richness

• Expansion of potential pathogens

• Proteobacteria

• Fusobacteria

• Reduction in beneficial species

• Faecalibacterium prausnitzii*

• Different longitudinal behaviour 

of IBD microbiome

• Greater fluctuation

• ICD has greatest deviation

• Medication drives dysbiosis

CURRENT STATUS

Sokol et al Gut 2017; Halfvarsen et al Nat Micro 2017; Pascal et al Gut 2018
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• Global changes in composition

• Reduced bacterial richness

• Expansion of potential pathogens

• Proteobacteria

• Fusobacteria

• Reduction in beneficial species

• Faecalibacterium prausnitzii*

• Different longitudinal behaviour 

of IBD microbiome

• Greater fluctuation

• ICD has greatest deviation

• Medication drives dysbiosis

CURRENT STATUS

Sokol et al Gut 2017; Halfvarsen et al Nat Micro 2017; Pascal et al Gut 2018

Need more longitudinal cohorts 



Paediatric Disease



Paediatric Disease

Purest form of disease 
Untainted by severe/complex 
medication
Limited environmental exposures



64 

approached

53 recruited

21 IBD

32 controls

5 approached

4 recruited

1 IBD

3 controls

59 

approached

43 recruited

23 IBD

20 controls

Hansen R, et al. Am J Gastroenterol 2012; 107: 1913-1922.

Hansen R, et al. PLOS One 2013; 8: e58825.

Biopsy study



Gevers D, et al. Cell Host & Microbe 2014; 15: 382-392.



Sequencing modality matters!

Douglas et al Microbiome 2018

Disease state classification Treatment response



MICROBIOME IN IBD

 Microbial signatures differ in IBD 
compared to controls

 Children are not just little adults!

 Biopsies are potentially more revealing 
that stool samples
 Arguably closer to disease processes

 Hard to repeat practically/ethically*

 Stool useful as a proxy and essential for 
longitudinal study

 Major differences in metabolic 
component of microbiome
 Which signatures are the best?



MICROBIOME IN IBD

 Microbial signatures differ in IBD 
compared to controls

 Children are not just little adults!

 Biopsies are potentially more revealing 
that stool samples
 Arguably closer to disease processes

 Hard to repeat practically/ethically

 Stool useful as a proxy and essential for 
longitudinal study

 Major differences in metabolic 
component of microbiome
 Which signatures are the best?

Gemmell et al Microbiome 2016

Biopsy vs Stool



Microbiome Therapeutics

Gulliver et al APT 2022

Altering the gut microbiota to improve 

health is now well established

Gut microbiota = 1000s of species

Conventional concepts

Emerging 



Screening

Gulliver et al APT 2022

• Stratify cohorts

• Monitor for treatment efficacy

• Causal relationship still elusive

• Strain level granularity lacking



Personalised approach to 

treatment

Effective treatment

Monitor efficacy

Therapeutic Response

Gulliver et al APT 2022

Understanding = 

optimal outcomes 

avoidance adverse reactions



Bugs and Drugs 



Bugs and Drugs 

Klunemann et al Nature 597:533–538 (2021)

• Microbial fitness

• Drug availability

• Microbial processing to 

bioactive form

• >100 drugs modified by 

bacteria

• Accumulation w/o 

metabolization

https://www.nature.com/


Bugs and Drugs 

Klunemann et al Nature 597:533–538 (2021)

Stable assembly

SS = duloxetine bioaccumulator

ER = inhibited by duloxetine 

SS metabolite secretion boosted ER

Metabolomics = Cross feeding 

https://www.nature.com/


Microbiota and IBD Therapy 



Modulation through

• UC – FMT (> diversity) 

• CD – EEN (< diversity)

Antibiotics

• Long history in IBD

• Tobramycin induce remission (UC)

• Metronidazole (maintenance; UC)

• No evidence to support routine use 

in UC

• Well defined role in complicated CD

• RISK = Antibiotics increased dysbiosis 

associated with disease

Probiotics – limited efficacy

Microbial Therapeutics 



• Used extensively in paediatric IBD – 1st line therapy

• Superior response to most treatments*

• Mode of action unclear 

• Changes gut microbiota

• Changes would appear counter-productive

• Moved further away from ‘normal’

• Significant metabolic impact

• Effects recede upon reinstatement of usual diet

• Adult use of EEN – poor due to compliance

• Solid food version of EEN

Quince et al Am J Gastro 2015

Exclusive Enteral Nutrition (EEN)



Svolos et al Gastro 2019

CD Treat – Healthy Controls



Svolos et al Gastro 2019

CD Treat – Healthy Controls

• Total bacterial load reduced

• No change in alpha-diversity

• Microbiome structure clustered 

according to study time point

• ~ 50% of EEN effect replicated 

by solid food diet

• Microbial composition

• Metabolite composition



Svolos et al Gastro 2019

CD Treat – Open Label Trial

• All previously treated with EEN

• 80% completed 8-weeks 

• 60% clinical remission after 8-

weeks

• Disease activity decreased*

• FCP decreased ~ 55%

• Similar result to EEN

• Alternative for Adults



FMT …..

• Donated human faecal matter

• Fresh/frozen

• Introduced into the intestinal tract

• Filtered/encapsulated

• Single or multiple doses

Regulation

Industry

Clinical 
Need

Science 
base



Originally for rCDI

• Targeting a mono-infection

• Creating competitive exclusion

• Restoring a microbial ecosystem

FMT Approach

• Related/non related donor

• FMT delivery by various routes

• Crude preparation

• Limited number of doses

• Stored stool (up to 6m)

FMT works in rCDI

Kelly et al Gastroenterology 2015 149:223-237



FMT for All!

FMT

IBD

IBS
Graft versus 

host disease

Hepatic 

encephalopathy

Multi-drug 

resistant organisms

Autism

Metabolic syndrome/

Hepatic steatosis

* - RCT

*

*

*

*

SOME SUCCESS



Clinical Implication

Dramatically differing conditions

rCDI + Multi drug resistant 

organisms 

IBD + others 

Mono-infection Field defect 

Remove/re-seed Re-seed/supplement 

Crude Targeted 

Eradication rate >90% Remission rates ~ 25% 

 Currently – variable endpoints 

 



REMISSION AT 8 WEEKS

Remission achieved in:

39 of 140 (28%) FMT 

13 of 137 (9%) placebo



FMT for All!

Learning outcomes

• Choice of donor

• FMT preparation method

• Mode of delivery

• Number of doses

• Clinical implication



THINGS TO CONSIDER IN MICROBIAL THERAPEUTICS

 Is this an induction or 
maintenance therapy?

 Which patients- early or late, mild 
or severe, treatment naïve or 
multiple failure?

 Which organism(s)?

 Pre-treatment

 Route and intensity of application

 How do we measure success?
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Dosing Regimen

Costello et al APT 2017; 46:213-224



Other constituents

Mukhopadhya et al Ther. Adv. Gastro. 2019; 12:1-17

• Viral load of stool more 

extensive than bacteria

• Phages (viruses that infect 

bacteria) are numerically 

dominant

• Phage can alter bacterial 

virulence (T3SS in E. coli), 

confer antibiotic resistance 

IBD – altered phage levels

• CD assoc with increased VLP

• Caudovirales

• Correlates with pathogenic 

bacterial findings

• rCDI success = high donor 

Caudovirales



Other constituents

Chehoud et al Mbio 2016; 7:e00322

• Small study (1HV – 3 UC)

• Bacteriophage readily transferrable

in FMT

• 7% VLP annotation although full 

genomes

• Long term significance unknown



Antibiotics and FMT

• Stable chemostat – healthy donor

• Treat with antibiotic +/- FMT

• Monitor bacterial community 

structure/function

Function = metabolites (SCFAs)

Structure = genome sequencing



Clinical Implication

Sequencing data

(unpublished)



Clinical Implication

Metabolites

(unpublished)



Microbiota Impact on GI Cancers

Smet et al Cell Molec Gastro Hepatol 2021



Microbiota and Cancer Therapy

• Influence therapy response

• Influence toxicity across a 

range of treatments

• Chemotherapy

• Immune checkpoint 

blockade

• Stem cell transplant 

• Variety of proposed 

mechanisms

• Deeper understanding required

Helmink et al Nat Med 2019



• HP seropositivity associated with reduced effectiveness of anti-PD1 immunotherapy

• NSCLC – survival medians in 2 independent cohorts

• Patient progression-free survival (1 cohort)

• HP eradication doesn’t revert the hypo-responsiveness to ICI

• Independent of gut microbiota composition

Helicobacter pylori Impacts on Cancer Immunotherapy

Oster et al Gut 2021



The Use Of Targeted Microbial Therapeutics 

To Improve Health – Are We There Yet?

McIlroy et al APT 2018; 47:26-42
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Kinda!

McIlroy et al APT 2018; 47:26-42



The Use Of Targeted Microbial Therapeutics 

To Improve Health – Are We There Yet?

Nearly!

McIlroy et al APT 2018; 47:26-42



The Use Of Targeted Microbial Therapeutics 

To Improve Health – Are We There Yet?

• Huge promise

• Fine tuning required

• Targeted

• Personalised

• Delivery

McIlroy et al APT 2018; 47:26-42
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RECRUITING

SCAN ME 

FOR INFO!

• Healthy 

controls

• IBD 



Realising the potential of the microbiome as a novel 

target for human health

We can better improve diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of several diseases


